Job description

Do you like to work creatively and illustrate process flows in a logical manner? In this student job it is part of your job to convey logistical processes in an appealing and easy to understand way. Do you have a knack for graphics, layout and design and would you like to contribute this knowledge to an international company? Then support our team in Munich.

In your new role you will:

- Create graphical visualization of complex logistical processes;
- Make use of interactive visualization possibilities in Confluence;
- Conceptualize training documents and presentations;
- Support in the editorial editing of training texts.

Profile

You are best equipped for this job if you:

- Are currently studying graphic design, web design, business administration, communications or similar;
- Ideally already have experience in working with visualization software;
- Are able to work independently, in a structured and goal-oriented manner;
- Have a good knowledge of MS Office;
- Have basic knowledge of English and German.

Please attach the following documents to your application:

- Your CV in English;
- Copy of your certificate of enrollment at university;
- Copy of your latest study transcript;
- Copy of your high school report.

Additionally, the following requisites apply for student jobs:

- You have to live somewhat close to the site: more than 150 kilometers is too far a travel for a student job.
- You have to be enrolled in either your Bachelor or your Master studies to be eligible for a student job.